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Real-time study of $a$-Si:H/$c$-Si heterointerface formation and epitaxial Si growth by spectroscopic ellipsometry, infrared spectroscopy, and second-harmonic generation
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The performance of many devices based on Si thin films deposited on crystalline Si ($c$-Si) is highly governed by interface quality. For many of these applications, only fully epitaxial films or fully amorphous films having an abrupt interface with the substrate are desired. However, the realization of these perfectly sharp interfaces and the mechanisms governing their formation are not fully understood yet. In this study, the interface formation between Si thin films and $c$-Si has been investigated by simultaneously applying three complementary optical techniques in real time during low temperature Si film growth. The films were deposited in a hot-wire chemical vapor deposition process by using both native oxide covered and H terminated Si(100) substrates. The formation of hydrogenated amorphous Si ($a$-Si:H), epitaxial Si, and mixed phase Si has been detected with spectroscopic ellipsometry by measuring the optical properties of the growing films. The evolution of the hydrogen content and hydrogen bonding configurations in the films has been monitored by attenuated total reflection infrared spectroscopy. A clear dependence of the hydrogen content on film morphology is observed with the amorphous films containing significantly more hydrogen. The surface and interface sensitive technique of second-harmonic generation (SHG) has been applied both spectroscopically and in real time. The SHG spectra of $a$-Si:H films on Si(100) obtained in the SHG photon energy range of 2.7–3.5 eV revealed a dominant contribution originating from the film/substrate interface related to $E_1^0/E_1^*$ critical point (CP) transitions of $c$-Si. The real-time behavior of the SHG response is shown to strongly depend on differences in initial film morphology, which allows for identification of direct $a$-Si:H/$c$-Si heterointerface formation, nanometer-level epitaxial growth, and fully epitaxial growth at a very early stage of film growth. On the basis of the results obtained by the three optical techniques, the $c$-Si surface passivation mechanism by $a$-Si:H thin films is addressed and it is demonstrated that the combination of the techniques provides a profound method to control processes occurring during Si thin film growth.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Amorphous and epitaxial silicon thin films deposited on wafer-type substrates are currently attracting considerable attention in photovoltaics and microelectronics. Silicon heterojunction (SHJ) solar cells based on the heterojunction between ultrathin hydrogenated amorphous silicon ($a$-Si:H) films ($\approx$50 Å) and crystalline silicon ($c$-Si) have been reported to reach efficiencies as high as 22.3%.1,2 Ultrathin $a$-Si:H films yield an excellent passivation of $c$-Si surfaces and are, for example, applied in diffused emitter $c$-Si solar cells for rear surface passivation3 and in thin film polysilicon solar cells by using a heterojunction emitter.4 Recently, $a$-Si:H has also been proven to be successful to passivate germanium surfaces, illustrating the potential of $a$-Si:H to increase the efficiency of germanium photovoltaic cells.5 The low temperature growth of epitaxial silicon (epi-Si) is a promising method to thicken $c$-Si seed layers on low-cost substrates for solar cell concepts based on thin film $c$-Si and also to add Si layers to wafers without disturbing doping profiles.5,7 In Ge and GaAs based high mobility metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors, the application of ultrathin amorphous and epitaxial silicon interface passivation layers has been shown to improve high-$\kappa$ gate stack performance.5,9

The performance of these thin film based devices in the aforementioned examples is highly determined by interface quality. For high-performance SHJ solar cells and well-passivated surfaces, it is essential to form an abrupt and atomically flat interface between $a$-Si:H and $c$-Si without any nanometer-level epitaxial growth.10,11 In case of Si epitaxy, a layer of perfectly crystalline Si is required, while the formation of any polycrystalline or amorphous material needs to be suppressed to avoid epitaxial breakdown.7

The morphology of a Si film is influenced by several factors, such as the deposition temperature, the nature of the substrate surface, the growth rate, the surface roughness, and the hydrogen content of the developing film.6,11–13 These factors might result in conflicting processing conditions. For example, at lower substrate temperatures, $a$-Si:H films are obtained, while at higher temperatures, epi-Si tends to develop.12 However, the $a$-Si:H film properties improve with increasing temperature, such that the highest solar cell efficiencies are obtained at temperatures close to the transition to epi-Si, consequently enhancing the chance of nanometer-level epitaxial material formation.13 This effect is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the surface recombination velocity at the $a$-Si:H/$c$-Si interface is shown as a function of the film deposition temperature. Every data point in Fig. 1 represents a different H terminated Si(100) sample with films deposited on both sides (details about the deposition are described in Sec. III). The surface recombination velocity is a measure for surface passivation and is deduced from carrier lifetime spectroscopy.14,15 With increasing deposition temperature, the surface passivation significantly improves up to $\approx$140 °C, indicating an improvement of the properties of the
FIG. 1. (Color online) Surface recombination velocity as a function of Si film deposition temperature. Every data point represents a different sample. The suggested improvement of passivation properties with increasing deposition temperatures until \( \sim 140 \, ^\circ\text{C} \) where the passivation properties abruptly deteriorate is indicated by the dashed line that serves as a guide to the eye. The films, having a thickness of 150–300 Å, were deposited on both sides of H terminated Si(100) substrates by using sample treatment B. Except for the deposition temperature, the experimental conditions were kept constant for all films.

\( a\)-Si:H and the \( a\)-Si:H/\( c\)-Si interface. For temperatures above \( \sim 140 \, ^\circ\text{C} \), the surface passivation abruptly deteriorates, which is caused by the formation of epitaxial material during the initial film growth. Although parameters such as the deposition temperature, the substrate condition, and the growth rate are known to have an impact on Si film structure, the underlying mechanism governing whether a film develops purely epitaxial or entirely amorphous with a sharp interface is not fully understood yet.

The formation of Si thin films has been studied by several authors by using \textit{ex situ} techniques such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM)\(^{6,10,16,17}\) and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)\(^{12,16,17}\). Also, carrier lifetime spectroscopy, as discussed above, has proven to be a useful diagnostic to measure the abruptness of \( a\)-Si:H/\( c\)-Si interfaces.\(^{15,16}\) Although providing detailed information on film structure and composition, these \textit{ex situ} methods do not provide fast process feedback and information on the real-time evolution of the film properties. Moreover, TEM and SIMS are sample destructive. For detailed fundamental understanding of the growth mechanism as well as for process monitoring, \textit{in situ} techniques that are applicable in real time during film growth are desired. For example, time-resolved microwave conductivity is a technique that has been used to study \( a\)-Si:H film growth \textit{in situ}.\(^{18}\) In particular, all-optical techniques are very useful for \textit{in situ} applications due to their noninvasive nature and real-time applicability. The formation of both amorphous and epitaxial films on \( c\)-Si has been studied \textit{in situ} by using spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE),\(^{7,12,13,19-25}\) whereas amorphous film growth on \( c\)-Si has been investigated with attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR).\(^{21,22,25}\) In a recent publication, we reported on the simultaneous application of SE, ATR-FTIR, and SHG during low temperature Si film growth on H terminated Si(100).\(^{26}\) In this paper, we present an extended set of experimental data obtained with these three techniques and these data are analyzed in a more detailed way. From studies on native oxide covered and H terminated Si(100) substrates, it will be demonstrated that the three optical techniques SE, ATR-FTIR, and SHG provide important complementary information on the morphology development of Si films in terms of critical point resonances and H content. It will also be shown that especially SHG exhibits an excellent sensitivity to initial film morphology providing a distinction between direct heterointerface formation and epitaxial growth.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the optical diagnostics SE, ATR-FTIR, and SHG and we discuss relevant applications of these techniques reported in literature. In Sec. III, the details of the high vacuum reactor, the deposition procedure, the preparation of the Si substrates, and the optical setups for the experiments are discussed. Additionally, we briefly introduce \textit{ex situ} techniques used to complement and validate the results of the optical diagnostics. In Sec. IV, the results obtained by SE, ATR-FTIR, and SHG are presented and analyzed. Finally, in Sec. V, the results and conclusions are summarized.

II. REAL-TIME OPTICAL DIAGNOSTICS

In this section, the optical diagnostics SE, ATR-FTIR, and SHG used to study the growth of Si thin films will be introduced in more detail. We will predominantly focus on SHG, as this is not yet a well-established technique to study Si film growth. The first technique, spectroscopic ellipsometry, measures the change in polarization of light upon reflection from a surface and provides information on optical properties, thickness, and surface roughness of films and substrates. Application of SE in real time during processing has provided information on the nucleation, coalescence, growth, and surface roughness evolution of \( a\)-Si:H thin films.\(^{12,13,19-25}\) Also, the formation of fully epitaxial Si and the breakdown of epi-Si into mixed phase material have been characterized with real-time SE.\(^{7,12,13}\) With ATR-FTIR, the absorption of infrared radiation by chemical bonds is measured. Multiple reflections in the ATR crystal enhance the sensitivity of the technique. By probing Si-H stretching vibrations, the bonding of hydrogen can be resolved, both in the bulk and at the surface of the film. The sensitivity to surface Si-H bonds allowed for the identification of the role of SiH\(_x\) radicals during \( a\)-Si:H growth on GaAs substrates,\(^{27,28}\) whereas the sensitivity to bulk Si-H bonds provided detailed information on the evolution of the H content in \( a\)-Si:H deposited on \( c\)-Si.\(^{21,22,25}\) To our knowledge, ATR-FTIR has not yet been applied to study the formation of epitaxial or mixed phase Si films.

The third diagnostic applied here, which is second-harmonic generation, is a surface and interface sensitive nonlinear optical technique that allows for real-time probing of the interface between the Si films and the \( c\)-Si substrates. Microscopically, SHG is the conversion of two photons with energy \( \hbar \omega \) into a single photon with energy \( 2\hbar \omega \). SHG occurs when incident radiation with a fundamental photon en-
energy $\hbar \omega$ and an electric field $E(\omega)$ induces a second-order nonlinear polarization $P^{(2)}(2\omega)$ in a medium that, as a result, radiates at twice the fundamental frequency. Within the electric dipole approximation, SHG is described by \( P^{(2)}(2\omega) = \varepsilon_0 \chi^{(2)}(2\omega) : E(\omega) E(\omega) \), \( \chi^{(2)}(2\omega) \) is the second-order nonlinear susceptibility tensor being a material property. The sensitivity of the technique to surfaces and interfaces arises from the fact that SHG is forbidden in the bulk of centrosymmetric media, such as $c$-Si and $a$-Si:H. For these materials, symmetry considerations imply $\chi^{(2)} = 0$, whereas at a surface or interface, the symmetry is broken and as a result $\chi^{(2)}$ is nonzero. For SiO$_2$/Si(100) interfaces, Si(100) surfaces, as well as surfaces and interfaces of amorphous media such as $a$-Si:H, only five components of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility tensor are nonzero, of which only three components are independent. These nonzero components are $\chi^{(2)}_{zzz}$ for SiO$_2$/Si(100) interfaces, Si(100) surfaces, and amorphous interfaces. The substrate temperature can be accurately controlled by a feedback system consisting of a radiative heater at the rear side of the sample in combination with thermocouples and a proportional-integral-derivative controller. The films were deposited from SiH$_4$ gas with HWCVD. The hot-wire source consists of a coiled 0.45 mm diameter tungsten filament that leads to electric-field-induced second-harmonic generation (EFISH). These dc electric fields can be generated by surface reconstructions or bulk space-charge regions (SCRs) in the $c$-Si that result from high doping densities, applied bias voltages, and (photon-induced) trapped charge. The surface and bulk SCR EFISH polarizations are proportional to the dc electric field $E_{dc}$. 

$$P^{\text{EFISH}}(2\omega) = \varepsilon_0 \chi^{(2)}(2\omega) : E(\omega) E(\omega) E_{dc}. \quad (2)$$

At higher SHG photon energies, resonances were observed around 4.3 eV, which is near the $c$-Si $E_2$ CP, and around 3.7 eV. The latter resonance was attributed to Si interband transitions in a thin transition layer between $c$-Si and SiO$_2$. 

The characterization of amorphous Si by SHG has remained relatively unexplored. Alexandrova et al. performed $ex$ $situ$ SHG experiments on $a$-Si:H films deposited on different glass substrates, however, only at a fixed photon energy of 1.17 eV (1064 nm) by using a Nd:YAG-pumped optical parametric oscillator. In these studies, broad spectral features assigned to both dangling bonds and Si-Si bonds were observed. Erley and Daum reported on $ex$ $situ$ SHG experiments of a 0.7 $\mu$m thick $a$-Si:D film on Si(100) and observed a very weak featureless SHG spectrum that was an order of magnitude lower in intensity than for native oxide covered Si(100). We also reported on real-time and spectroscopic SHG studies during the formation of thin layers of amorphous silicon ($a$-Si) by low energy Ar$^+$-ion bombardment by using a Ti:sapphire oscillator. In these studies, we observed a strong increase in SHG intensity upon ion bombardment and we showed that the SHG signal is originating from a dominant buried interface contribution near the $c$-Si $E_0'/E_1$ CP energy and an additional contribution from the $a$-Si surface. Epitaxial growth of Si thin films has also been studied by SHG, however, only during dissociative chemisorption of Si$_2$H$_6$ on clean $c$-Si surfaces at high temperatures ($>750$ K). In these experiments, it was found that the SHG response was predominantly governed by variations in H coverage. In this work, we focus on the interface formation between $c$-Si and Si thin films, both amorphous and epitaxial, during low temperature hot-wire chemical vapor deposition (HWCVD) by using a tunable Ti:sapphire laser for the SHG experiments.

### III. EXPERIMENT

#### A. High vacuum reactor and deposition procedure

The Si thin films were deposited in a high vacuum reactor with a base pressure of $<10^{-9}$ mbar. The setup consists of two independently pumped chambers separated by a flange with the substrate mount, as schematically shown in Fig. 2. The substrate temperature can be accurately controlled by a feedback system consisting of a radiative heater at the rear side of the sample in combination with thermocouples and a proportional-integral-derivative controller. The films were deposited from SiH$_4$ gas with HWCVD. The hot-wire source consists of a coiled 0.45 mm diameter tungsten filament that is resistively heated by a 10 A dc to 2000 $\pm$ 200 °C. Prior to deposition, a mechanical shutter is placed in front of the substrate to avoid any deposition during the onset period of the hot-wire source. The deposition chamber is back filled with SiH$_4$ and once the pressure has stabilized, the hot wire is activated, typically after 30 s. Finally, when the hot wire stably operates, typically after 10 s, the shutter is removed and the deposition starts. During deposition, the pressure in the reactor is $8 \times 10^{-2}$ mbar. The SiH$_4$ used has a purity of over 99.995% and is fed through an additional purifier before being injected in the high vacuum reactor. For the conditions applied, the radical flux toward the substrate can be estimated to be at least 2 orders of magnitude larger than the flux of possible contaminants toward the substrate.

#### B. Substrate preparation

The substrates ($50 \times 20$ mm$^2$) were either standard $n$-type Si(100) wafers (Czochralski grown, $P$ doped, resistivity of 10–30 $\Omega$ cm, thickness of 500 $\pm$ 25 $\mu$m) or undoped trap-ezoidally shaped Si(100) substrates (Harrick Scientific, 205329-3
thickness of 1 mm) with 45° angled bevels for experiments involving ATR-FTIR. Si thin films were deposited on both native oxide covered substrates and on H terminated substrates. The native oxide covered substrates were cleaned by immersion in an ultrasound ethanol bath for 20 min and blow dry with nitrogen. Two different sample cleaning procedures were applied to prepare the H terminated Si(100) substrates. Treatment A consisted of ultrasound cleaning in ethanol for 20 min, subsequent immersion in a 2% HF solution for 2 min, and finally rinsing with ultrapure water. Treatment B consisted of a standard RCA I and RCA II procedure by using a buffered 1% NH₄F/HF solution (BHF) with pH 4. Both methods removed the native oxide terminating the c-Si surface with H. Directly after cleaning, the samples were mounted in the reactor oriented with the [011] crystal axis parallel to the plane of incidence of the optical techniques. Prior to deposition on the native oxide covered substrates and the HF cleaned substrates (treatment A), the setup was baked for 16 h with the samples reaching a temperature of 225 °C. The deposition on the RCA/BHF cleaned samples (treatment B) was started once reaching a substrate temperature of 150 °C and a background pressure of 10⁻⁷ mbar, typically <60 min after loading. The hot wire was placed at a distance of 11 cm from the native oxide and HF cleaned samples (A) and at a distance of 13 cm from the RCA/BHF cleaned samples (B). This resulted in deposition rates of 3.4 and 2.1 nm/min, respectively. The filament-substrate distance used and the deposition pressure of 8 × 10⁻³ mbar are close to the optimal conditions for hot-wire a-Si:H deposition as reported by Molenbroek et al.⁴⁹

C. Optical setups

Optical access to the sample is provided by several viewports in the reactor. For the SE experiments, strain-free fused quartz windows (Bomco) were used. The SE experiments were performed at an angle of incidence of approximately 60° by using a rotating compensator spectroscopic ellipsometer (J.A. Woollam M-2000U) featuring a broadband light source (1.24–5.0 eV), polarization optics, and a charge coupled device (CCD) [see Fig. 2]. SE data were taken before, during, and after film deposition. By averaging 25 spectra, a good signal-to-noise ratio and a time resolution of 3.5 s were obtained for the real-time SE measurements. The SE data (Ψ, Δ) can be represented in a useful way in terms of the pseudodielectric function (ε) = (ε₁) + i(ε₂), which is calculated by treating the film and substrate as one semi-infinite material.⁵⁰ To facilitate the comparison with the SHG intensity, which is proportional to the squared second-order nonlinear susceptibility χ, we will express the SE results mainly in terms of the squared pseudodielectric susceptibility |χ|². The squared pseudolinear susceptibility is expressed from the pseudodielectric function by using |χ|² = ((ε₁)² + 2(ε₂)²). The SE data processing and analysis were performed by using the EASE 2.30 software package (J.A. Woollam).

The ATR-FTIR measurements were performed from the rear side of the substrates, as depicted in Fig. 2. The infrared radiation, entering and exiting the reactor through ZnSe windows, was provided by a Fourier transform infrared interferometer (Bruker Vector 22) and was focused on the bevels of the trapezoidally shaped substrates by parabolic gold mirrors. The interferometer operates in the frequency range of 400–7000 cm⁻¹; however, in this work, we focus on Si-H stretching vibrations in the 1800–2250 cm⁻¹ range. A wire grid polarizer was used to polarize the incident radiation perpendicular to the plane of incidence (s polarization). The infrared beam underwent ~25 total internal reflections at each side of the sample (c-Si substrate and film), enhancing the sensitivity by a factor of ~50 compared to a single transmission measurement. After exiting the sample, the infrared beam was focused on a liquid nitrogen cooled HgCdTe (MCT) detector (Infrared Associates D313/6-M). During deposition, 15 scans were averaged, and with a spectral resolution of 4 cm⁻¹, this yielded a time resolution of 6.8 s. The ATR-FTIR data will be expressed in terms of absorbance A calculated from the measured transmission T and the background transmission T₀ obtained just before film deposition by using A = −log(T/T₀).

The fundamental laser radiation for the SHG experiments was provided by a Ti:sapphire oscillator (Spectra Physics Tsunami) that is tunable in the 1.35–1.75 eV photon energy range. This oscillator was pumped by an intracavity doubled cw Nd:YVO₄ laser (Spectra Physics Millennia Vjs). The repetition rate of the laser pulses was 80 MHz and the pulse duration was ~90 fs. Silver coated mirrors were used to

![Diagram of optical setup](image-url)
guide the laser beam into the reactor. With a variable wave plate and a Glan–Thompson polarizer, the polarization direction was selected and the laser power at the sample was set to 100 mW. Undesired radiation in the incident beam at the SHG radiation wavelength range was suppressed by a color filter (Schott OG570). The laser beam was focused onto the sample by using a plano convex BK7 lens. The radiation entered and exited the vacuum system through fused silica windows, which were verified not to generate any SHG radiation. The polarization direction of the SHG radiation was selected with a Glan–Laser polarizer. The fundamental radiation that reflected off the sample was suppressed both by spatial filtering applying a lens, a Pellin Broca dispersing prism, and a slit and by optical filters. For spectroscopic SHG experiments performed under steady-state conditions, two color filters were used (Schott BG40), while for the real-time SHG experiments performed during film deposition at a fixed fundamental photon energy (1.70 eV), a narrow band pass interference filter with a central wavelength of 365 nm and a full width at half maximum of 10 nm (Edmund Optics K43-103) was used. The latter filter was required to suppress not only the fundamental laser radiation but also stray light generated by the hot-wire source during deposition. In addition, an array of seven metal plates with concentric apertures and a mutual spacing of 10 mm was placed inside the vacuum chamber to suppress the stray light from the hot-wire source. The array was positioned in such a way that the diverging beam of fundamental and SHG radiation was tightly enclosed. It was verified that the combination of this array and the interference filter fully suppressed the stray light. The SHG radiation was detected by using a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R585) connected to photon counting electronics. The beam waist of the laser beam at the sample was ~100 μm. With an angle of incidence at the sample of 35°, this led to a fluence of ~10 μJ/cm² per pulse. Under these conditions, no time-dependent variations in the SHG signal caused by photon-induced charge trapping were observed. The time resolution for the real-time SHG experiments was 0.1 s and the dark count rate of the detection system was below 4 Hz. The SHG data will be represented in terms of the SHG intensity as calculated from the detected SHG signal after correction for the applied laser intensity and the response of the optical system. The optical response was obtained from separate transmission experiments of the optical components and was verified by spectroscopic SHG experiments on single side polished z-cut quartz.

The second-order relation between the incident fundamental intensity and the SHG intensity was verified in the experiments. As mentioned in Sec. II, \( \chi^{(2)}_{xxz} \), \( \chi^{(2)}_{xxx} \), and \( \chi^{(2)}_{xxs} \) are the only independent components of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility tensor that are nonzero for surfaces and interfaces of Si(100) and a-Si:H. Depending on the selected polarization of the fundamental and SHG radiation, different tensor components contribute to the surface and interface SHG response, resulting in (local) maxima in the SHG signal for three different combinations: (1) \( p \) polarized fundamental and \( p \) polarized SHG radiation (\( pP \) polarization), where all three independent tensor components contribute, (2) \( s \) polarized fundamental and \( p \) polarized SHG radiation (\( sP \) polarization), where only \( \chi^{(2)}_{xxs} \) contributes, and (3) mixed fundamental polarization with equal \( s \) and \( p \) components and \( s \) polarized SHG radiation (mixS polarization), where only \( \chi^{(2)}_{xxs} \) contributes. It should be noted that tensor component \( \chi^{(2)}_{xxs} \) always occurs in combination with an inseparable bulk quadrupole susceptibility component \( \gamma \) of the substrate and/or film. The SHG experiments were mainly performed at \( pP \) polarization yielding the highest SHG intensity.

D. Ex situ diagnostics

In addition to the three optical techniques applied in situ during deposition, several ex situ diagnostics were used to characterize the Si thin films. As discussed above, carrier lifetime spectroscopy was used to measure the surface recombination velocity at the a-Si:H/c-Si interface for films deposited at different temperatures (Fig. 1). These photoconductance experiments were carried out by using a lifetime tester (Sinton Consulting WCT-100) in both quasisteady-state and transient mode. The surface recombination velocity was calculated assuming an infinite bulk lifetime, which results in an upper limit for the surface recombination velocity. For these measurements, Si thin films with a thickness of \( 150-300 \) Å were deposited on both sides of 2 in. \( n \)-type Si(100) wafers (float zone, \( P \) doped, resistivity of 1.9 Ω cm, and thickness of 275 μm) by using sample treatment B. Information on the surface roughness was obtained by atomic force microscopy (AFM) using a vibration stabilized AFM (NT-MDT Solver P47) in noncontact mode with \( c \)-Si tips having a curvature radius of 10 nm. The absolute and spatially resolved hydrogen content in the films was measured with time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS). The analysis was carried out with an ION-TOF TOF-SIMS IV instrument at an operation pressure of \( <1.5 \times 10^{-9} \) mbar. For sputtering 1 keV Cs⁺ ions were used resulting in an erosion rate of about 7 Å/s, whereas either a Ga⁺ or a Bi⁺ gun was used as a primary ion source and secondary \( H^+ \) ions were acquired. The film morphology was studied with cross sectional high resolution TEM. The samples were prepared by mechanical polishing by using the tripod method and were investigated using a FEI Tecnai F30ST microscope operated at 300 kV. The TOF-SIMS and the TEM analysis were carried out at Philips Research—Materials Analysis, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

IV. RESULTS

A. Spectroscopic ellipsometry

In Fig. 3, the real and imaginary parts of the pseudodiabetic function, \( \langle \varepsilon_1 \rangle \) and \( \langle \varepsilon_2 \rangle \), are shown as a function of photon energy for the native oxide covered and the H terminated Si(100) substrates at 150 °C just prior to deposition. The magnitude of the imaginary part of the dielectric function \( \langle \varepsilon_2 \rangle \) at the c-Si \( E_2 \) CP energy of 4.3 eV can be used to quantify the surface quality. The presence of any foreign material or microscopic roughness results in a decrease in the magnitude of the peak. This feature was used to check the surface quality and to verify the result of the substrate treatment prior to every deposition on H terminated Si(100). In Fig. 3, the sensitivity to the nature of the surface is clearly
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...and ultimately cannot be separately distinguished anymore.

...For both treatments, the values for deposition in treatment A due to the baking of the vacuum might suggest a slightly higher quality surface after treatment. The spectra in Fig. 4(a)–(d) are obtained during deposition on native oxide covered and H terminated Si substrates and show very similar trends. The films deposited on native oxide covered Si substrates were found to be below a rms value of 2 Å. For treatment B, the Si(100) surface roughness has been reported to be related to the presence of (111) facets.

Figure 4 shows the squared pseudolinear susceptibility \( |\chi^{(1)}|^2 \) as a function of photon energy measured with SE during Si film deposition at 150 °C. As a reference, also \( |\chi^{(1)}|^2 \) of the native oxide covered and H terminated Si substrates are shown as well as the linear susceptibility \( |\chi^{(1)}|^2 \) of a-Si:H deduced from the SE data. The spectra in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) were obtained during deposition on native oxide covered and H terminated Si(100) after treatment A, respectively, and show very similar trends. The films deposited on native oxide covered Si(100) exhibit a lower amplitude of \( |\chi^{(1)}|^2 \) caused by the presence of the native oxide.

With increasing film thickness, the difference between the two cases diminishes, as the impact of the substrate on the pseudolinear susceptibility decreases. The spectra in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) clearly indicate the deposition of a-Si:H. With increasing film thickness, an evolution from a c-Si spectrum for the pristine substrate to an a-Si:H spectrum is visible; the c-Si \( E_0/E_2 \) and \( E_2 \) CP resonances at 3.3 and 4.3 eV broaden and ultimately cannot be separately distinguished anymore.

The spectra in Fig. 4(c) were obtained during deposition on H terminated Si(100) after treatment B and correspond to films with the same thickness as in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). These spectra hardly change with increasing film thickness and coincide with the spectrum for the pristine H terminated Si(100) substrate, which reveals that the films developed epitaxially. In Fig. 4(d), also obtained during deposition on H terminated Si(100) after treatment B, an intermediate situation is visible. The spectra change with increasing film thickness; however, the characteristic crystalline features remain present. This slow evolution from a c-Si spectrum to an a-Si:H spectrum indicates the deposition of mixed phase material consisting of both amorphous and epitaxial Si.

Van den Oever et al. described the evolution of the dielectric function, bulk thickness, and surface roughness of a-Si:H deposited on native oxide covered Si(100) as obtained from optical model-based analysis of real-time SE data. The thicknesses of the different a-Si:H films, as in-
dicated in Fig. 4, have been obtained by using a similar approach. However, for the films deposited on H terminated Si(100), the analysis yields significantly higher residue values between data and model during initial film growth (<20 Å) than for films deposited on native oxide covered substrates. These higher residues are caused by a lack in optical contrast between the Si films and the H terminated Si(100) substrates. A consequence of this lack in contrast is that initial changes in SE data cannot clearly be assigned to the presence of a certain film morphology, surface roughness, or contamination for these ultrathin films.

The similarity between all spectra in Fig. 4(c) does not only indicate the deposition of epi-Si films, it also suggests that the surface roughness does not significantly change with film thickness. Apparently, the surface roughness remains of a comparable magnitude as the surface roughness of the substrate. As discussed above, an increase in surface roughness would yield a monotonously decreasing trend in \(\langle e_2 \rangle\) and hence also in \(\langle Q^{(1)} \rangle^2\), especially at the \(E_2\) CP energy. This decreasing trend is not observed. \(\langle Q^{(1)} \rangle^2\) displays, however, an oscillation as a function of film thickness. The inset in Fig. 4(c) shows this oscillation as a function of deposition time at a photon energy of 3.3 eV. Teplin et al. attributed this behavior to interference due to the presence of a porous interface layer possibly related to a higher hydrogen content at the interface. For the \(a\)-Si:H films in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), interference fringes in the 2–3 eV photon energy range are visible. The presence of these fringes indicates that the interface between the native oxide covered and H terminated \(c\)-Si substrates and the deposited films is relatively sharp. In the spectra in Fig. 4(d) obtained during deposition of mixed phase material, these interference fringes are absent, indicating that the contrast between the \(c\)-Si substrate and the film is limited. This suggests that the mixed phase film developed as a graded layer, with an increasing \(a\)-Si:H content with increasing thickness.

The \(a\)-Si:H content in the mixed phase material in Fig. 4(d) has been deduced by using two different three-layer optical models to describe epitaxial breakdown, which are similar to the models used by Teplin et al. The first model consists of (1) a \(c\)-Si substrate, (2) a graded layer modeled as an effective medium of crystalline and amorphous material, and (3) a surface roughness layer. The optical constants for the \(c\)-Si substrate are extracted from the SE data obtained prior to deposition in terms of the pseudodielectric function, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The same optical constants are used for the crystalline fraction in the graded layer. The optical constants for the amorphous fraction in the graded layer were described with the Cody–Lorentz formalism with parameters determined from the topmost, fully amorphous material formed at the end of the deposition. The dielectric function of the film was assumed to linearly vary from pure \(c\)-Si to pure \(a\)-Si:H over the thickness of the film. The surface roughness layer was modeled as an effective medium consisting of 50% voids and 50% of the underlying material by using the Bruggeman approximation. The thickness of the graded film and the thickness of the surface roughness layer were included in the fitting process. In the second model, a virtual interface approach was applied. The optical model consists of (1) a virtual substrate, (2) a thin effective medium layer of crystalline and amorphous material, and (3) a surface roughness layer that was treated the same way as in the graded layer model. In this approach, the real-time SE data measured in a certain time interval are fitted by assuming that SE data measured before this interval can be converted into optical constants of an effective substrate. The amorphous content of the overlying effective medium layer, having a thickness of typically 25 Å, is fitted by using the same Cody–Lorentz parameters for the \(a\)-Si:H as in the linear grade model. The surface roughness is also fitted in this virtual interface approach. The \(a\)-Si:H content resulting from the real-time SE analysis using both the linear grade and virtual interface models is shown in Fig. 5. Both models yield similar results and show a linear increase in the \(a\)-Si:H content with thickness. It can be concluded that the initial film growth was predominantly epitaxial, whereas the film growth at the end of the deposition (i.e., at a film thickness of \(\sim 1200 \ \text{Å}\)) was fully amorphous. The thickness of the surface roughness layer at the end of the deposition was around 20 Å in both models. In summary, with spectroscopic ellipsometry, the optical properties of the Si thin films have been characterized in terms of the pseudolinear susceptibility. Also, information on the film thickness and surface roughness has been obtained. From the SE data, different film morphologies can be distinguished in real time during processing, and in addition, the technique provides information on the abruptness of the film/substrate interface.

The surface roughness of the different films has also been investigated with AFM. Figure 6 shows the AFM micrographs for \(a\)-Si:H deposited on native oxide covered Si(100) and \(a\)-Si:H, epi-Si, and mixed phase Si on H terminated Si(100). The rms roughness of the different films deduced from the AFM data is also indicated in Fig. 6. The results correspond well to the results obtained with SE. It is clear that epi-Si films exhibit the lowest surface roughness. The rms roughness of these films is \(\sim 3 \ \text{Å}\) and is therefore comparable to the roughness of the substrates (<2 Å). The sur-
surface roughness of the $a$-Si:H films is somewhat larger, but still below a rms value of 10 Å. The mixed phase material yields the highest surface roughness, possibly related to a slightly different growth rate between the amorphous and epitaxial phase in the film, as also found by Teplin et al.\(^{56}\)

B. Attenuated total reflection infrared spectroscopy

Figure 7 shows the absorbance as a function of frequency measured with ATR-FTIR during the deposition of Si thin films. The spectra in Fig. 7(a) were obtained during deposition of $a$-Si:H on native oxide covered Si(100), the spectra in Fig. 7(b) during deposition of $a$-Si:H on H terminated Si(100) after treatment A, and the spectra in Fig. 7(c) during deposition of mixed phase Si on H terminated Si(100) after treatment B. The absorbance in the 1900–2200 cm\(^{-1}\) range can be assigned to SiH\(_2\) stretching modes of hydrogen in the bulk and at the surface of the films.\(^{21,22,25,27,28,57,58}\) It can be seen that for similar thickness values, the absorbance for the $a$-Si:H films is about an order of magnitude higher than for the mixed phase material, indicating a higher H content in the amorphous material. With increasing film thickness, the absorbance increases for all films, whereas the position of the peak absorbance value shifts toward lower frequencies for thicker films.

To obtain quantitative information about the hydrogen bonding in the films as a function of film thickness, the spectra were deconvoluted into several Gaussian peaks. The peak assignments are based on reports in literature and are summarized in Table I. Figure 7(d) shows the deconvolution of the spectrum for 38 Å $a$-Si:H on H terminated Si(100) [cf. Fig. 7(b)], which can be reproduced very well by three relatively narrow peaks due to SiH\(_4\) surface modes and two broader peaks related to SiH and SiH\(_2\) bulk modes.\(^{21,22,25,27,28}\) For the $a$-Si:H films deposited on native oxide covered Si(100), oxygen back bonded SiH\(_x\) modes also yield the highest surface roughness, possibly related to a slightly different growth rate between the amorphous and epitaxial phase in the film, as also found by Teplin et al.\(^{56}\)

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak position (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980–2020</td>
<td>Bulk SiH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2070–2105</td>
<td>Surface SiH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080–2095</td>
<td>Bulk SiH(_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2110–2120</td>
<td>Surface SiH(_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2135–2145</td>
<td>Surface SiH(_3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2155–2165</td>
<td>Surface SiH(_2) on SiO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Introduction

This study investigates the real-time growth of a-Si:H films on Si substrates using ATR-FTIR spectroscopy.

2. Experimental Details

The experiments were conducted using a co-sputtering technique to deposit a-Si:H films on Si substrates.

3. Results

The ATR-FTIR spectra show the evolution of the H bonding in the Si thin films as a function of film thickness.

4. Discussion

The integrated absorbance by SiH and SiH2 bulk modes increases during bulk film growth. This H content can be calculated to be around 12.5 at. %.

5. Conclusion

The results obtained with ATR-FTIR correspond very well to the results obtained with TOF-SIMS. These data allow for real-time distinction between different Si film morphologies.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Integrated absorbance by SiH and SiH2 bulk stretching modes and the total SiH2 surface stretching modes as a function of film thickness for (a) a-Si:H on native oxide covered Si(100), (b) a-Si:H on H terminated Si(100), and (c) mixed phase Si on H terminated Si(100). In (d), the integrated absorbance by SiH and SiH2 bulk modes for a-Si:H on native oxide covered Si(100) and mixed phase Si on H terminated Si(100) are shown in one plot up to a film thickness >1000 Å.

FIG. 9. (Color online) H content in a-Si:H, mixed phase Si, and epi-Si as obtained with TOF-SIMS. The epi-Si film displayed breakdown into mixed phase Si at a thickness of ~250 Å. The positive (negative) horizontal axis denotes the film (substrate) region.

passivation properties of the a-Si:H films on H terminated Si(100). After ~40 Å of a-Si:H deposition on H terminated Si(100), the SiH bulk mode becomes dominant. The integrated absorbance for the mixed phase Si, shown in Fig. 8(c), is very low for ultrathin films, which indicates that initially the H content and hence the a-Si:H fraction are very low.

In Fig. 8(d), the integrated absorbance by SiH and SiH2 bulk modes is displayed for thicker films. The integrated absorbance of a-Si:H deposited on H terminated Si(100) is omitted in Fig. 8(d), as the data are very similar to the integrated absorbance of native oxide covered Si(100) substrates, especially at this scale. The integrated absorbance by SiH and SiH2 bulk modes for a-Si:H linearly increases as a function of film thickness, indicating a constant H content during bulk film growth. This H content can be calculated to be around 12.5 at. %. However, for the mixed phase material, the absorbance by SiH and SiH2 bulk modes increases with thickness, which indicates an increase in the a-Si:H fraction. By assuming that all H in the film can be attributed to a-Si:H, the a-Si:H fraction in the mixed phase material can be calculated from the H content. The resulting a-Si:H fraction as a function of film thickness is shown in Fig. 5, in which also the a-Si:H fraction in the mixed phase material as obtained by SE was displayed. It can be seen that the a-Si:H fraction calculated from the ATR-FTIR data corresponds very well to the results obtained with SE. The ATR-FTIR data also show that the initial film growth was predominantly epitaxial, whereas the a-Si:H fraction increased almost linearly with film thickness. Concluding, the characterization of the H bonding in the Si thin films by ATR-FTIR allows for real-time distinction between different Si film morphologies.

The H content in the a-Si:H and mixed phase material was also measured by TOF-SIMS, as shown in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9 also the H content is displayed for a film that developed fully epitaxial for the first ~250 Å and subsequently broke down into mixed phase material. These data correspond very...
well to the results obtained with ATR-FTIR. As is visible from Fig. 9, for all films, the interface between substrate and film is relatively H rich. For the a-Si:H, the H content is constant throughout the film, which is around $6 \times 10^{21}$ cm$^{-3}$ or 12 at.%. The strong increase in H content at $\sim 300$ Å is due to H present at the surface. The H content in the mixed phase film is initially about an order of magnitude lower than for a-Si:H and increases with film thickness. For the film with initial epilayer growth, the H content is even lower. During bulk epi-Si growth, the H content is constant, whereas the breakdown into mixed phase material is clearly visible from the increase in H content after reaching a thickness of $\sim 250$ Å. Similar as for the ATR-FTIR analysis, the a-Si:H fraction in the mixed phase film has been calculated from the H content in Fig. 9 by assuming that all H can be attributed to a-Si:H. This result is also displayed in Fig. 5 and corresponds very well to the results obtained with SE and ATR-FTIR.

C. Spectroscopic second-harmonic generation

Both SE and ATR-FTIR are useful diagnostics to measure Si thin film properties in real time during processing. However, as these techniques predominantly probe bulk properties, their sensitivity is inherently limited during the initial film growth (<20 Å). For SE, this is caused by the limited contrast between the Si film and Si substrate. The limited sensitivity of ATR-FTIR arises from the very low absorbance values at the onset of film growth. For as many applications of a-Si:H and epi-Si films on c-Si, the interface properties are essential for a good device performance; information on the initial film growth is highly desired. Because of its sensitivity to surfaces and interfaces, the nonlinear optical technique of second-harmonic generation has the potential to provide this information at the onset of growth of Si films.

In Fig. 10, the SHG spectra for native oxide covered and H terminated Si(100) substrates are shown. The results are clearly different for the two situations and illustrate the sensitivity of SHG to the nature of the substrate surface. For both situations, a strong dependence on substrate temperature is observed. The SHG spectrum for native oxide covered c-Si at room temperature is clearly asymmetric and consists of several interfering contributions. Furthermore, this spectrum corresponds well to the spectra reported by Dadap et al. for SiO$_2$/Si(100), which were shown to consist of (1) a contribution related to Si-Si bonds modified due to the presence of the SiO$_2$ a-Si interface with a resonance at 3.3 eV near the c-Si $E_{1s}^0/E_1$ CP energy, (2) an EFISH contribution related to the c-Si bulk SCR at the $E_0^0/E_1$ CP energy of 3.4 eV, and (3) nonresonant contributions near 3.7 eV related to Si atoms bonded to SiO$_2$ and near 4.3 eV at the c-Si $E_2$ CP energy, respectively. At the deposition temperature of 250 °C, the SHG spectrum has a more symmetric appearance and the amplitude has increased with almost an order of magnitude. This effect is caused by a strong increase in the EFISH contribution, reflecting the temperature dependence of the bulk Fermi level. The EFISH contribution dominates the SHG spectrum at this elevated temperature. The increased temperature has also redshifted and broadened the c-Si $E_{1s}^0/E_1$ CP resonance, which is an effect that is well known from linear optical techniques such as SE. The SHG spectra for H terminated Si(100) correspond well to SHG spectra reported by Dadap et al. for H terminated Si(100) prepared by exposing Si(100) to atomic H after removing the native oxide by a controlled heat flash. The spectra show a maximum at 3.25 eV and a sharp minimum at 3.4 eV at 150 °C that blueshifts with decreasing temperature. This similarity with the results by Dadap et al. corroborates that the wet chemical cleaning applied in the present study provided a good H termination of the c-Si surface. As reported by Dadap et al., the spectra for H terminated Si(100) can be explained by (1) a contribution related to interface-modified Si-Si bonds near 3.3 eV, (2) a surface EFISH contribution near 3.4 eV, and (3) a nonresonant contribution at higher photon energy. Interference of these contributions results in the sharp minimum at 3.4 eV in the 150 °C spectrum. The different temperature dependence of the interfering contributions causes the difference between the spectra at RT and at 150 °C. The absence of the strong increase in amplitude with increasing temperature indicates that bulk EFISH does not play a important role for the H terminated Si(100), in contrast to the case for the native oxide covered Si(100).

In Fig. 11, SHG spectra for a-Si:H thin films deposited on native oxide covered Si(100) as measured at the deposition temperature of 250 °C are shown. These spectra have a similar symmetric appearance as the spectrum for the pristine substrate. The spectral feature for 97 Å a-Si:H has nearly the same amplitude and width as the feature obtained for the substrate itself and shows a slight blueshift. The spectra for 249 and 300 Å thick films show redshifted and broader features with lower amplitudes, which is an effect that is stronger for the thicker film. In the inset of Fig. 11, the SHG spectrum for 97 Å a-Si:H at 250 °C is shown together with the spectrum for the same film at room temperature. With decreasing temperature, the spectral feature blueshifts to 3.4 eV, narrows, and increases in amplitude. These trends were also observed for the other films (not shown). From the similarity between the spectra for the thin films and the spec-
through the SHG radiation is strongly absorbed when propagating and SiO$_2$ or from the tional contribution from the buried interface between response of the pristine substrate might be related to an adding and an effective redshift of the spectral feature. The decreasing SHG signal for thicker films indicates that the a-Si:H film as measured at 250 °C and at room temperature.

trum for the substrate, it can be concluded that also the SHG signal for the a-Si:H films is dominated by EFISH at the $E_0/E_1$ CP energy arising from the $c$-Si SCR. The behavior for thicker films can be explained by absorption of SHG radiation that is generated at the interface region with the c-Si and that propagates through the a-Si:H films. The SHG radiation is strongly absorbed when propagating through the a-Si:H, especially at higher photon energies. This causes not only a decrease in amplitude but also broadening and an effective redshift of the spectral feature. The low SHG intensity for thicker films is consistent with the weak SHG response reported by Erley and Daum for a 0.7 µm thick a-Si:D film on Si(100). The slight blueshift of the spectral feature of the 97 Å film compared to the response of the pristine substrate might be related to an additional contribution from the buried interface between a-Si:H and SiO$_2$ or from the a-Si:H surface. However, the strong decrease in SHG signal for thicker films indicates that the a-Si:H surface can be expected to have a minor influence. The blueshift and narrowing of the spectral feature with decreasing temperature corresponds to the temperature behavior of the $E_0/E_1$ CP resonance, as known from linear optics and also observed for the native oxide covered substrates. The maximum at a SHG photon energy of 3.4 eV in the SHG spectrum obtained at room temperature corroborates the dominance of the EFISH contribution. However, the strong temperature dependence of the amplitude of the SHG intensity observed for the native oxide covered substrates is absent.

SHG spectra for a-Si:H thin films deposited on H terminated Si(100) obtained at the deposition temperature of 150 °C are shown in Fig. 12(a). These spectra clearly differ from the spectra for a-Si:H deposited on native oxide covered Si. For ultrathin a-Si:H films of 38 and 100 Å, the SHG intensity is enhanced compared to the pristine H terminated Si(100) substrate. Furthermore, the SHG intensity for these $a$-Si:H films has a sharp maximum at 3.3 eV and an additional feature above 3.4 eV. The spectra have a lower amplitude and are broader and less symmetric than the spectra for $a$-Si:H films with comparable thickness deposited on native oxide covered Si(100). For the 236 and 329 Å films, the intensity is reduced again, showing a minimum around 3.25 eV and a maximum around 3.5 eV. For a thick film of 727 Å, the SHG intensity is very low, particularly in the high photon energy range. In Fig. 12(b), SHG spectra at room temperature for the same films are depicted. These spectra show similar trends as the spectra at the deposition temperature: sharp maxima near 3.3 eV for the ultrathin films of 38 and 100 Å and a decreasing SHG intensity with increasing film thickness. However, for the ultrathin films, the peaks in the spectra obtained at room temperature have a reduced width, an increased amplitude, and a slightly blueshifted photon energy, which result in a more symmetric appearance compared to the spectra measured at 150 °C. Furthermore, the minimum for the 236 Å film has become less pronounced, whereas it is not visible anymore for the 329 Å film.

The decreasing SHG intensity for thicker a-Si:H films can be explained by SHG radiation that is absorbed while propagating through the film, which is similar as discussed
above for a-Si:H deposited on native oxide covered Si(100). This observation suggests that also for a-Si:H deposited on H terminated Si(100), the SHG radiation is predominantly generated at the buried interface with c-Si. To verify this hypothesis, the SHG response was recorded during exposure of a 105 Å thick a-Si:H film to molecular oxygen directly after deposition. The oxygen (purity 99.999%) was injected through a leak valve into the reactor for 225 s, resulting in total dose of $1.7 \times 10^{15}$ L. The SHG intensity, which is measured at a SHG photon energy of 3.40 eV, increased by only $\sim 6\%$, whereas the SHG spectrum remained very similar to the spectrum of the 100 Å film shown in Fig. 12(a). As the oxygen is expected to only influence the film surface, this limited response is in line with the conclusion that the SHG signal is predominantly originating from the buried interface. The result of the oxygen dosing is consistent with the observations reported by Aarts et al. for a-Si:H films deposited on fused silica.

In Figs. 13(a) and 13(b), the $pP$ polarized spectra for the 100 Å film are shown together with the spectra for mixS and $sP$ polarization at the deposition temperature and room temperature, respectively. At both temperatures, the SHG intensity obtained at these two polarization combinations is lower than for $pP$ polarization. The spectra show a maximum around 3.4 eV, while the $sP$ spectra show a peak near 3.3 eV. As addressed in Sec. III C, the components of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility tensor that contribute to the SHG response depend on the polarization combination selected. For $sP$ polarization, tensor component $\chi^{(2)}_{sxx}$ contributes, which is inseparable from the isotropic bulk quadrupole susceptibility component $\gamma$. The low SHG response observed for $sP$ polarization directly implies that isotropic bulk contributions from both the film and the substrate have limited influence and can only play a marginal role in the spectra for $pP$ polarization. Moreover, the strong intensity increase observed in the $pP$ polarized spectra for thin a-Si:H films compared to the spectrum for the H terminated substrate suggests that the influence of bulk contributions from the substrate (i.e., isotropic as well as anisotropic contributions) is limited. The SHG intensity for mixS polarization, where only tensor component $\chi^{(2)}_{szz}$ contributes, is also significantly lower than for $pP$ polarization; this suggests that tensor component $\chi^{(2)}_{szz}$ is dominant in the response for $pP$ polarization. The thickness dependence of the spectra for mixS and $sP$ polarization (not shown) is similar as for $pP$ polarization; the SHG intensity increases with thickness for films with a thickness below 10 nm, while beyond this thickness, the intensity decreases again, particularly at high photon energies. These trends indicate that the SHG response for mixS and $sP$ polarization is also dominated by the buried interface, similar as for $pP$ polarized spectra.

The somewhat broader and less symmetric appearance of the $pP$ polarized SHG spectra for a-Si:H films deposited on H terminated Si(100) compared to the spectra for a-Si:H films on native oxide covered Si(100) indicates that the spectra for the a-Si:H films on H terminated Si(100) consist of multiple contributions. A deconvolution of these spectra into separate resonances might provide more insight into the exact microscopic origin of the SHG response after a-Si:H deposition and the changes with respect to the H terminated substrates. This method has been successfully applied for SHG experiments on amorphous Si layers formed by ion bombardment of H terminated Si(100). However, for the present case, the SHG spectra for different film thicknesses could not yet be consistently reproduced. Therefore, the spectra are qualitatively analyzed, which also yields important information on the origin of the SHG response.

For example, the SHG spectra for ultrathin a-Si:H films of 38 and 100 Å on H terminated Si(100) have a similar shape as the linear susceptibility for c-Si with a sharp resonance at 3.3 eV (cf. Fig. 4). This indicates that also these SHG spectra include a dominant contribution related to the c-Si $E_{1s}/E_{1}$ CP transition. Also the trends observed in the spectra for these films with decreasing temperature, i.e., the narrowing and the slight blueshift of the maxima, are characteristic for the $E_{1s}/E_{1}$ CP transition and are also observed for a-Si:H films on native oxide covered substrates. This contribution is interfering with an additional smaller and broader contribution originating probably from Si-Si bonds of a-Si:H. Also, nonresonant contributions, e.g., at the c-Si $E_{2}$ CP energy, might influence the SHG spectra. Similar as discussed above for the H terminated substrates, the different temperature dependences of the interfering contributions account for the differences between the spectra obtained at 150 °C and at room temperature.

In general, SHG contributions near the c-Si $E_{1s}/E_{1}$ CP energy might be related both to Si-Si bonds in the c-Si modified due to the presence of the interface with the a-Si-H and to EFISH effects. However, in contrast to the spectra for the a-Si:H films on native oxide covered substrates, a dominant contribution of EFISH to the SHG spectra in Fig. 12 is unlikely. At room temperature, EFISH would result in a clear resonance at 3.4 eV (cf. Fig. 11), whereas the room temperature $pP$ polarized spectra for both 38 and 100 Å thick a-Si:H on H terminated Si(100) display a sharp peak at the lower SHG photon energy of 3.3 eV. The redshift of the resonance to 3.3 eV with respect to the room temperature $E_{1s}/E_{1}$ CP energy of bulk c-Si of 3.4 eV indicates that modi-
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FIG. 13. (Color online) SHG spectra for $pP$, mixS, and $sP$ polarization for a-Si:H with a thickness of 100 Å deposited on H terminated Si(100) at (a) the deposition temperature of 150 °C and (b) room temperature.
fied or weakened Si-Si bonds in the c-Si in the interface region with the a-Si:H film are more likely responsible for the SHG response. In principle, interference of multiple SHG contributions can also effectively shift a resonance. However, it is unlikely that this effect has caused the large shift from 3.4 to 3.3 eV, as this effect would also result in a highly asymmetric spectrum. This is not in agreement with the sharp and symmetric spectra observed for the 38 and 100 Å thick a-Si:H films at room temperature. The increase in amplitude of the spectra for the a-Si:H covered Si(100) and the spectra for the pristine H terminated Si(100) suggests that the nature of the Si(100) surface has changed after a-Si:H deposition. Also, the presence of a thin film can, in principle, enhance the efficiency of SHG from an underlying substrate interface compared to a bare substrate surface. This enhancement can arise because of multiple reflections of both the fundamental and the SHG radiation within the film resulting in interference effects. However, by calculating the linear propagation effects of the fundamental and the SHG radiation in the film, it can be shown that the film should be fully transparent to both the fundamental and the SHG radiation for this enhancement to occur. This is obviously not the case for a-Si:H.

The hypothesis that EFISH has a limited contribution to the SHG response of a-Si:H films deposited on H terminated Si(100) provides important information on the surface passivation properties of the a-Si:H thin films. In general, surface passivation can be achieved by a reduction of recombination centers, typically surface defects, or by electrostatic shielding of charge carriers by internal electric fields, a phenomenon referred to as field-effect passivation. The observation that EFISH does not contribute significantly to the SHG response implies that the surface passivation mechanism of c-Si by a-Si:H thin films is not governed by field-effect passivation. The internal electric fields, caused, for example, by fixed charge, would result in a c-Si space-charge region and a significant EFISH contribution. It can therefore be concluded that a reduction of recombination centers is dominating the surface passivation of c-Si by a-Si:H. The increased H content in the a-Si:H in the interface region with the c-Si, as revealed by ATR-FTIR and TOF-SIMS, probably plays an important role in the passivation of defects at the c-Si surface, such as dangling bonds. Moreover, the conclusion that a reduction of recombination centers at the c-Si surface is the dominant a-Si:H passivation mechanism is also in agreement with the data presented in Fig. 1, where the formation of defect-rich epitaxial or mixed phase material strongly reduces the surface passivation properties at higher deposition temperatures.

D. Real-time second-harmonic generation

The SHG spectra demonstrate the sensitivity of the technique to the film/substrate interface and suggest that real-time SHG can provide more insight into the dynamics of the interface formation. In Fig. 14(a), the evolution of the SHG intensity at a SHG photon energy of 3.40 eV is shown during a-Si:H deposition on native oxide covered c-Si (film I). During the first ~60 s of film deposition, which corresponds to ~30 Å of film growth, the SHG intensity remains constant. After ~60 s, the SHG intensity rapidly increases, while after ~100 s of film deposition, the intensity decreases again. At 160 s, the film growth is terminated, however, the SHG intensity continues to decrease, as is also visible from Fig. 14(c) where the data are shown at a longer time scale. The time dependence of the SHG intensity during deposition on H terminated Si(100) substrates is shown in Fig. 14(b) for three different films. Films II and III were deposited on a substrate prepared by treatment A and film IV was deposited after treatment B. The SHG photon energy was again 3.40 eV, which is close to the $E_0/E_1$ CP of c-Si and also corresponds to the minimum in the SHG spectrum for H terminated Si(100) at the deposition temperature of 150 °C (cf. Fig. 10). The SHG intensity for film II rapidly increases at the onset of deposition. The time scale of this increase and the magnitude of this increase are similar as observed for a-Si:H deposited on native oxide covered c-Si (film I). The SHG intensity for film II slowly decreases after ~50 s and remains constant after the film growth is terminated at 160 s. The intensity for film III remains nearly zero during the first ~50 s of film deposition. After this period of
\~50 s, corresponding to \~20 Å of film growth, the intensity increases, however, not as rapidly as for film II. For increasing film thickness, the SHG intensity decreases again [Fig. 14(c)], which is in agreement with the decreasing trends for thicker films in the SHG spectra in Fig. 12. The SHG intensity does not change after terminating film growth at 560 s. The SHG intensity for film IV hardly changes and remains very low. Only a very slight increase is observed with increasing film thickness over a time frame of 180 s.

Real-time SE and ATR-FTIR experiments indicate that films II and III deposited on H terminated Si(100) are both amorphous, whereas the real-time SHG response of these films is significantly different. Cross sectional TEM confirms that film II developed fully amorphous with direct heterointerface formation, as shown in the high resolution TEM image in Fig. 15(a). However, as is visible from the high resolution TEM image in Fig. 15(b), the onset of growth for film III is epitaxial and is followed by rapid breakdown into mixed phase material after \~20 Å. Finally, the film continues to grow as purely amorphous material. Film IV, shown in Fig. 15(c), developed fully epitaxial during the deposition time in Fig. 14(b). For this film, the film/substrate interface can hardly be distinguished, except at some places where dislocation loops are visible. After \~250 Å, epitaxial breakdown into mixed phase material occurred, as visible from the growing cones of a-Si:H. The higher surface roughness observed with AFM after epitaxial breakdown is also visible from this TEM image. Figure 15(d) shows the TEM image for a mixed phase Si film, that is, a film that displayed epitaxial breakdown immediately at the onset of growth. This TEM image confirms the graded transition from epitaxial to amorphous material as found by SE, ATR-FTIR, and TOF-SIMS (cf. Fig. 5).

It can be concluded that differences in the initial film morphology strongly influence the real-time behavior of the SHG intensity for Si thin films deposited on H terminated Si(100). Deposition of epi-Si hardly affects the real-time SHG intensity, whereas the intensity rapidly increases once amorphous film growth sets in. The behavior for native oxide covered substrates is different: the initial SHG signal remains constant, while the onset of film growth is also directly amorphous (film I). This different behavior compared to the H terminated Si(100) substrates is most likely related to the difference in origin of the SHG signal. As concluded from the SHG spectra, the SHG signal for the native oxide covered substrates is governed by a contribution at the buried SiO2/c-Si interface related to EFISH from the c-Si SCR, while the SHG signal for H terminated substrates consists of several comparable contributions from the surface. The first nucleation of amorphous material on the SiO2 surface apparently has a limited influence on the SHG contribution from the buried interface.

The three real-time optical techniques as well as the \textit{ex situ} diagnostics indicate a relation between film morphology and the two different substrate treatments for H terminated Si(100). Films deposited after substrate treatment A tend to develop amorphous with possibly some nanometer-level epitaxial material, while after treatment B, the probability to start the film growth epitaxially is higher resulting in mixed phase Si or even fully epitaxial Si. This difference might be related to surface roughness, as discussed in Sec. IV A. Both cleaning methods induce surface roughness on Si(100). However, after treatment B, a more structured roughness with larger scale local order and the appearance of (111) facets occurs. A more ordered surface might explain the higher probability of epitaxial film growth after treatment B. In addition, the growth rate applied after treatment B is slightly lower, which likely also contributes to the higher
probability to form films with a higher crystalline fraction. A lower growth rate reduces the probability of forming crystallographic imperfections that induce epilaxial breakdown.6,13,17

V. CONCLUSIONS

The interface formation between Si thin films and native oxide covered Si(100) as well as H terminated Si(100) has been studied in real time during hot-wire chemical vapor deposition by using the three complementary optical techniques of SE, ATR-FTIR, and SHG. With SE and ATR-FTIR, deposition by using the three complementary optical techniques indicate that the c-Si surface passivation properties of a-Si:H are not governed by field-effect passivation. Instead, it is plausible that a-Si:H films reduce the density of recombination centers at the c-Si surface. Direct measurement of these interface defects, for example, by applying SHG to probe Si dangling bonds, is an important subject for future investigation. The results reported have demonstrated that the simultaneous and real-time application of SE, ATR-FTIR, and SHG is a very valuable approach to monitor and control processes that occur during Si thin film growth. Especially the interface sensitive nature of SHG has a great potential to further increase the understanding of Si film growth; however, from the present work, it can also be inferred that for a well-founded interpretation of SHG studies, the combination with other (optical) methods is necessary.
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Field-effect passivation can be of influence when doped $\alpha$-Si:H films are present in the system.